INCH

The dynamic large screen meets
a wide range of applications.

Life-Size
CONFERENCE ROOMS
1 Bright, detailed images make conference
materials easy to read.

1080p Full-HD Plasma Display

2 Excellent PC compatibility enables
wireless presentations.

3 The slim body and wall-mounted installation
make effective use of space.

STOREFRONTS
1 Even product textures are distinctly

displayed in high-definition images.

2 Ceiling-mounted installation

lets you use space more effectively.

3 The long-life panel lowers running costs.

SIGNBOARDS
1 High moving-picture resolution
clearly displays motion images.

mer
Sum Sale

New Arrivals
Diamonds
Are Forever

2 The wide viewing angle provides accurate
information to viewers in public spaces.

3 The protective front glass is ideal for
installation in crowded areas.

HOME THEATERS

Debut

1 The dynamic large screen produces
stunning full-HD images.

2 Wall-mounted installation

lets you use space more effectively.

3 A wealth of options ensure compatibility
with a wide range of interfaces.

Image is simulated.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Inches Mean

Life-Size

Life-Size Business for You

TH-85PF12 Overview

2,015 mm

TH-85PF12
•1080p full-HD display
•Moving-picture resolution of 1080 lines
*Moving-picture resolution based on the APDC
(Advanced PDP Development Center Corporation)
measurement method.

1,195
mm

•High Contrast of 40,000:1
•Thinner design 99 mm

Options:
•Pedestal
•Floor stand
•Wall-hanging bracket
•Ceiling-hanging bracket

Large 85-Inch Screen

NeoPDP Technology

The high visibility of this ultra-large screen, equivalent to four 42-inch
screens, makes it ideal for public facilities. It realistically displays
life-size people, rendering natural expressions and even the texture of
their clothing. Its highly noticeable large screen is also perfect for
eye-catching digital signage use.

103’’
For Meetings

For Storefronts

Superb System
Expandability

The NeoPDP technology incorporated in this
plasma panel is the key to its ultra-slim body
and power-saving efficiency. The body is only
99 mm deep, and the display offers high
brightness and excellent moving-picture
resolution for crisp, clear motion images.

Panasonic's signature function slot is
included, and a wealth of options support a
wide range of systems. LAN-based control
is also supported (PJ Link* compliant).
* The uniform standards for communication protocol to operate
and control multiple number of projectors.

NeoPDP Technology in the TH-85PF12

85’’

Brighter
Greatly improved brightness
produces stunning,
large-screen images.

65’’

Thinner

Lighter

The slim design has the
same 99 mm depth as a
65-inch model.

99
mm

Network Diagram

The body is as light as about
117 kg.

PC
Approx. 117 kg

Network
Remote control display operation and status
monitoring are possible over a network.

